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ACUTRAX BENEFITS

Simplifies lot number 
tracking 

Track lot numbers for 
cylinders or bulk gases 

Detailed audit trail of all 
transactions 

All transactions are tracked 
by: lot number, date, time, 
customer and driver 

Lot number query provides 
complete details of all lot 
numbers in seconds 

Electronic signature capture 
provides proof of delivery on 
all transactions

If you would like more information on how AcuTrax can solve your lot 
number headaches visit our website at www.dataweld.com, email us at 
inform@dataweld.com or call us at 318.317.7977.

If you are in the beverage gas industry 
you have heard a lot about lot number 
tracking.  You also know that keeping track 
of lot numbers can be a real headache. 
Sometimes you receive products like CO2 
in cylinders and then ship them out to your 
customers. The cylinders have lot number 
labels on them but how do you keep track of 
which cylinder went to which customer? 
Writing down lot numbers can be time 
consuming, tedious and error prone. 

And what about tracking lot numbers for bulk gases? Your vendor 
delivers the product. You pump it into your bulk tanks. Then you fill your 
trucks from your bulk tanks. Finally, you deliver the product to your 
customer. So many steps. So much manual recording of data.  And so 
much opportunity for errors. 

So what’s the solution? In a word, AcuTrax. AcuTrax simplifies the 
process of tracking lot numbers by eliminating many of the tedious 
steps involved in a typical manual process. Lot numbers can be 
captured electronically during the fill process or when being received 
from the vendor. After the initial capture of the lot number, you know 
who delivered it, when it was delivered and who it was delivered to.

Lot numbers for cylinders can be tracked down to the date, time and 
customer the product was delivered to. With just a few keystrokes 
you know whether the cylinder in question is on your dock or at the 
customer’s site. In the event of a recall, you have the information you 
need about any and every lot number in less time than it takes to read 
this brochure.

If it is bulk gases you are dealing with, you know which truck and driver 
delivered the product and when they delivered it. You even capture the 
customers’ signature so you have digital proof of delivery to add to 
your lot number audit trail.


